
East Lothian Volunteer Path Wardens (ELVPW) 
 Minute of Trustees Meeting 

 February 20th, 2017 
Present:    
Andrew Stevenson, John Laws, David Quarendon, Graham Pettigrew, Duncan Priddle, 
Nick Morgan 
	  	  	  	  	  
	  	   	   Numbered	  points	  refer	  to	  Agenda	  items	   	   	   	   	   Action 

1	   Apologies Dave Oldham 	  

2	   Minutes of meeting of January 23rd 2017 Approved 

3	  
	  
 

 Matters arising 
 
3a Go Explore 
DQ has written again to Lindsay Patterson as a private 
citizen. He asked why the App disappeared from the iTunes 
store. The previous response had referred to budget 
limitations and we discussed whether these might simply be 
the annual license fee for the iTunes site. 
 
3b Path descriptions 
NM is helping Thomas Bower with a path description for 
Dunbar to Cockburnspath core path. 
DP has contacted path wardens with different model 
examples and a request for further path descriptions. There 
has been no response as yet. 
We discussed whether DP might walk a path with path 
wardens to illustrate how a walk description might be 
created on the ground. DP will arrange this after he has 
done his walk leaders training walk (14th March – see 
below). 
 
3c Leaf Blower 
The leaf Blower described at our last meeting is no longer at 
Seton caravan park (retired after 22 years). There was less 
enthusiasm for continuing the quest partly because there 
would be transport implications for a large machine. A more 
fruitful and cost effective approach might be to invest in 
further hand-held leaf blowers. 
 
3d Guided walks 
DP will lead a walk to illustrate pointers for walk leadership 
on 14th March. DQ,TB and DP are checking the first walk in 
the schedule (East Linton to Dunbar, 22nd April) 
The overall document describing the four walks will appear 
in the Living East Lothian news-sheet. We agreed that we 
will jog the public memory by a second advertisement, one 
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month before a particular walk. This will take the form of a 
single sheet produced by an ELC print run and sent as a 
notice to Libraries, Sports centres and Community buildings. 
The sheet will contain the general introduction from the 
overall document, an expanded description of the specific 
walk designed to attract attention and a final note on the role 
of path-wardens. 
We agreed that walks would be free, with no special 
transport and no food or drink provided. 
 
3e The Athelstaneford – Pencraig path improvement 
We will walk the Althelstaneford to Pencraig route with 
particular attention given to the short stretch adjacent to the 
B1347 road. It was work on this stretch that appeared in the 
Path Wardens Business plan for 2016-17 as a major future 
expenditure. We thought it would be useful to revisit the 
route to see the sort of work that might be needed. 
 
3f ELCV update 
County Rangers are preparing business plans. DP and DO 
are preparing the ground for a change in the Charity Trust 
description 
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Path warden reports 
JL reported that, although there remained a few recalcitrant 
individuals, the submission of reports is improving. In 
January, 39 reports were received (including 4 nil returns) 
from a rising total of 51 path wardens. 
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Mud-in-your-eye 
DP indicated that there were copies of the publication ‘Mud-
in-your-eye’ available for distribution 

	  
	  
	  

	   Date of Next Meeting – 27th March,  2017 @ 2pm 	  


